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Modern communication systems and networks have been extended from land 
and air to the sea for research and development of the oceanography. Underwater 
acoustic communication is one of communications technology that developes rapidly 
in recent year. It is an important part of contemporary marine research, exploration 
and exploitation of marine resources, marine environment monitoring and 
three-dimensional earthquake and tsunami monitoring system. The study on it 
provides an important technical support to reliable underwater transmission of 
information. 
 Underwater acoustic channel is one of the most complicate communication 
channel. The fading, multipath effects, makes a lot of time-varying characteristics 
such as the classic communication technologies can not be directly applied to 
underwater acoustic channel. And to develop appropriate underwater acoustic 
communication channel,adequate research on channel characteristics is needed. 
 This paper first describes the channel modeling and channel estimation aspects of 
the theory, then describe tools such as Visual Studio,Measurement Studio,Daq,Signal 
Generator,Oscilloscope. Partially achieved at the transmitter signal source and the 
internal use of an external signal switching, the channel part of the realization of the 
deterioration of time-domain waveform simulation, file transfer deterioration 
simulation, channel is estimated that the three modules. Receiver part of the 
realization of the internal display detection of waveforms and wave-related these two 
functions. The whole system run smoothly, and with good scalability, as the rational 
use of oceanographic data and increase accuracy of channel model provides an 
important platform. 
 Application of this set of systems, we have done several experiments were made. 
more satisfactory results. Including the use of an internal signal source, through the 
multipath channel, the system display; external signal source, through the multipath 
channel, the system displays; the internal signal source, through the multipath channel, 















External oscilloscope display; an image at the bit error rate 10-1，10-2，10-3 
circumstances, and after Gaussian, Rayleigh, Rice and other file transfer of channel 
degradation simulation; waveform correlation detection; to achieve LS channel 
estimation; to achieve channel estimation MF. 
 This is characterized by: the current research work underwater acoustic channel 
most remain in the simulation stage, and the system realizes the simulation from the 
single plate theory the transition to the instrumented simulator. The system 
implements a number of channel analog functions, and its purpose is not pure 
simulation, but to build a framework that can be measured with future sea-effective 
connection signal recorder for the rational use of the sea provide a platform for 
measured data. The one hand, the sea can be directly measured data stored by the 
simulator to reproduce the other hand, data mining can be amended simulator. To 
achieve in the field of underwater acoustic channel breakthroughs. 
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